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What is smoldering combustion ?

Smoldering is the slow, low temperature, flameless of combustion, 
sustained by the heat evolved when oxygen directly attacks the surface of 
a condensed-phase fuel. Many materials can sustain smoldering reaction, 
including cellulose, wood, cotton, tobacco, peat, duff,….

Common examples of smoldering combustion are the initiation of 
residential fires on upholstered furniture by weak heat sources 
(e.g., a cigarette, a short-circuited wire)
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Smoldering pile of debris after Sept. 11 Attack, 2001 

World Trade Center Debris: After the attack, fire and subsequent collapse 
of the Twin Towers on September 11, 2001 the colossal pile of debris left 
on the site smoldered for more than five months. It resisted attempts by 
fire fighters to extinguish it until most of the rubble was removed. The
effects of the gaseous and aerosolized products of smoldering on the 
health of the emergency workers were significant but the details are still 
a matter of debate.

Smoldering combustion is
dangerous but is possibly
and easily occurs everywhere. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smoulder)

Smoldering combustion
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Smoldering pattern in microgravity

ash zone upstream propagation
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Motivation from fingering patternsFingering patterns with tip-splitting in biological systems
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Motivation from fingering patternsFingering patterns with tip-splitting in biological systems

Hele-Shaw cell
 (a thin incompressible fluid-filled gap between two plates)
 when a less viscous fluid is injected into a cell containing a more viscous fluid. 
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Almost disk shape

filter paper

Smoldering combustion under normal gravity (1g)

1cm

Charflame tip

(1g)
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wind of O2/N2
(0.5 cm/s)

ashes
(char)

S. L. Olson, H. R. Baum and T. Kashiwagi (‘97)

Smoldering combustion under micro-gravity ( g)

filter paper smolder spots

upstream smoldering
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(Octopus legs-like pattern)

Irregular patterns in moldering combustion under g

Smoldering tip ( spots)

(0.5 cm/s) (2.0 cm/s)

(5.0 cm/s) (6.5 cm/s)

 upstream 
smoldering

Dependency of flow velocity on combustion patterns

……

……

Experiment ( Olson, Baum and Kashiwagi(‘98))
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wind of rare gas of O2/N2

Experimental approach ( Zik, Olami and Moses(‘98))
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    Flame 
propagation

flow velocity of gas
faster

slower
planar instability

ccoonnnneecctteedd ffrroonntt

ssmmooootthh ffrroonntt

uunneevveenn ffrroonntt 7.5 cm/s

Fix the concentration of O2/N2 suitably
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    Flame 
propagation 2.5 cm/s

Fingering pattern with tip-splitting
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wind velocity of gas

slower

much slower

0.03 cm/s

Fingering pattern without tip-splitting
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Occurrence of qualitatively four different patterns

char region 

s
cm0.9 s

cm5.7

s
cm5.2 s

cm2.0

connected front

tip splitting fingers

connected front

fingers without tip splitting

Message from experiments
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fingers without splittingfingers with splittingconnected front

Connected
   frontfingers

supply
velocity

front velocity

Propagating velocity of combustion
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What is the mechanism behind smoldering 
combustion in g ? 

Why does it generate such diverse patterns?

 Understanding by mathematical modeling approach

Question
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A. Fasano and M. Primicerio (Univ. Firenze, Italy)

K. Ikeda (Meiji Univ., Japan)

H. Izuhara (Paris-Sud Uni. France)

E. Moses (Weizmann Inst. Sci., Israel)

Modeling:

Simulation:

Analysis:

Thank to

Coworkers
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Modeling of a slow smoldering combustion process
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The combustion reaction takes place between cellulose and oxygen

modeling

C6H10O5 + 6O2 6CO2 + 5H2O
exothermic reaction
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Modeling of a slow smoldering combustion process

Fasano, M. and Primicerio (2010)

 An exothermic reaction approach

• The state of paper

T(t,x): paper temperature (K)

(t,x): density of cellulose

• The state of gas

Tg(t,x): gas temperature (K)

0(t,x): concentration of oxygen

1(t,x): concentration of reaction product

2(t,x): concentration of inert gases
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Modeling of a slow smoldering combustion process

• Mass balance in the gas 0(t,x): density of oxygen

•Thermal balance in the gas Tg(t,x): gas temperature

• Mass balance of the cellulose (t,x): density of cellulose          

• Thermal balance in the paper        T(t,x): paper temperature

Final unknown variables
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T0

Tp

H = 2 – 14  mm

0.2 mm

glass plate

glass plate

wind of gas (velocity )

free boundary

To

Tg

h(t,x,y)

T(t,x,y) = H-1 ( Tp(t,x,y,z)dz + Tg(t,x,y,z)dz )
h

0

H

h

A free boundary problem and thin layer approach

gas

paper

Fasano, M. and Primicerio(2008)
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T(t,x,y): temperature (K)

p(t,x,y): density of paper 

u(t,x,y): concentration of Oxygen

x

y wind of gas

flame
propagation

pt =  - k(T)pu

ut = du u - k(T)pu + ux

reaction rate

supply-velocity

heat radiation

outside temperature

Tt = dT T + k(T)pu – r(T – To) + ’Tx

Note: By  cg g << cp p, we take ’ = 0

~

~

~

An over-simplified toy model of reaction-diffusion system
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  k(T) = 
exp(- E/R(T – To))   T  Ti

0      0 < T < Ti

ignition temperature

Tt = dT T + k(T)pu – r(T – To)

pt =  - k(T)pu

ut = du u - k(T)pu + ux

Note: We may simplify k(T) by

  k(T) = 
1        T  Ti

0      0 < T < Ti

~

~

~

~

~
~

Reaction rate k(u)
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Neumann (or periodic) boundaries for T and u

Neumann  (or periodic) boundaries for T and u

u = u0

Tx = 0
u : free

p = p*

T = T0(x) + (y)

u = u0T = 0

Tt = dT T + k(T)pu – rT

pt =  - k(T)pu

ut = du u - k(T)pu + ux

x

y

T : free

T – To       T

This is not clear

Boundary conditions
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Theorem 1

    There exists a global (in time) solution

(T, p, u)(t,x,y) for 0 < t < 

Consider the initial-boundary value problem for (T, p, u).

Existence and asymptotic behavior (Ikeda-M. (’08)
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Theorem 2

There is p (x,y)  0 such that

limt (T, p, u)(t,x,y) = (0, p (x,y), u0)

Existence and asymptotic behavior (Ikeda-M. (’08)

Note
pt =  - k(T)pu

p(0,x) = p*

p(t,x,y) = p*exp( - k(T)ud  )
t

0

Combustion goes out
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for which p* - p  exhibits char pattern.

(2)  Does it exhibit qualitatively similar to the 
patterns observed in the experiment, depending
on ?

(1) Can we obtain the spatial profile of p (x,y)
such that

limt p(t,x,y) = p (x,y), 

Problems

T, u !

32
ignition

Parameter values

dT = 1.0,  du = 3.0

 = 20.0 

u0 = 0.2  p* = 1.0

r = 0.25,  

Lx = 400,  Ly = 200

Is a free parameter 

Lx

Ly0

 = 1.0 

Tt = dT T + k(T)pu – rT

pt =  - k(T)pu

ut = du u - k(T)pu + uxwind of O2/N2

u = u0,
Tx = 0

Simulation
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ignition

(  = 5)

burning zone

flow of gas
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T

p
u0

u

p*

Simulation

T up
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Destabilization of the planar front of T

connected front (p)

ashes region

(  = 0.7)

time

Simulation
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propagation

splitting of moving spots (T)(  = 0.35)

growing fingers with tip-splitting (p)

time

Simulation
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 = 0.4 = 0.5

 = 0.3 = 0.225

Dependency of  on fingering patterns
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v0
0.0 1.5

1.5

0.0

X non-propagation

planar front

uneven front

tip-splitting fingers

fingers without splitting

unclear patterns

Phase diagram of patterns

flow velocity

Concentration
   of oxygen 

Traveling pulse ( T)
ignition

Temperature (T) Paper (p) Gas (u)

When the flow velocity is large,
the flame front is planar, that is, the 
dynamics can be treated by 1 dim. 
problem.

simulationexperiment

Propagation velocity
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c

T(z)

p(z)
u(z)

- cTz =  dTTzz+ k(T)pu - rT

- cpz =  - k(T)pu z R

(T, p, u)(z) (z = x - ct)

(T, p, u)( ) = (0, p*,u0)

(T, p, u)(- )  = (0, p*, u*)
undetermined a priori

- cuz =  duuzz- k(T)pu - ux

Traveling wave (TW) solution
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velocity

stable fast TW

unstable slow TW

c

u00.0 1.5

1.5

0.0

Global structure of TW solutions when is varied

Numerical results

 How is the analytical result ?
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Remark.  If  is large enough, the system reduces to 
almost 2 component system for (T, p) with u = u0 constant.
                                                                                 (Ikeda-M.(08))

This reduction enables us to discuss the existence and stability of 
traveling wave solutions.

T(z)

- cTz = dTTzz + u0k(T)p - rT 

- cpz =  - u0k(T)p
z R

(T, p)( ) = (0, p*)

(T, p)(- )  = (0, p*)

T(z)
p(z) p*

p*

Partial results for large 
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- cTz = dTTzz + u0k(T)p - rT

- cpz =  - u0k(T)p
z R

(T, p)( ) = (0, p*)

(T, p)(- )  = (0, p*)

Suppose that  is sufficiently small.

(1) For r  large enough, there is no TW solution.

(2) For suitable r, there exists a TW solution.

Theorem (Ikeda-M.(‘10))

r

velocity

fast TW

slow TW

Numerical results

Limiting situation when  tends to infinity
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finger without splitting
finger with splitting

planar front

2D traveling waver solutions
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0.18 0.14

extinctionfingering growth without splitting

0.16

Occurrence of traveling finger solutions

0.15

x

y

A moving spot of T A moving finger of p

Occurrence of traveling finger solutions
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A moving hole of u

Occurrence of traveling finger solutions

temperature paper gas

T
p

u

Occurrence of traveling finger solutions

temperature paper gas

t=400 t=600 t=800

Although 2D traveling wave solutions seem to exist,
                                           this problem  has been unsolved. 

T
p

Occurrence of traveling finger solutions
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If the upstream smoldering collides and dies with the 
upper wall x = Lx, then we may expect something.

planar combustion fingering growth

Asymptotic patterns of  “paper”  p(t,x,y)

ash
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Upwind and downwind traveling waves

u0

non-existence of TW

existence of up-wind TW only

existence of up- and down-wind TW

u0

u0

p*p*

p*

upstream TW

downstream TW
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(1) Understanding of spatial pattern of p (x,y)
      arising in smoldering combustion is not so trivial.

(2) The system which I discussed is a”toy” model.

Concluding remarks
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